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Thesis.net BPM    
Integrated Business Process Management Solution 

In a volatile economic environment, touch new competitors and rapidly evolving technologies, 

companies are turning to Business Process Management systems. Thesis.net BPM is a rapidly build 

next generation efficient and Scalable Process-based product to achieve high performance. 

By introducing Thesis.net BPM into their organizations, business leaders understand more clearly how well 

key business processes are functioning and where they can be streamlined strengthened and automated. In 

particular, Thesis.net BPM can add significant value to long complex business processes that cross 

interaction channels and spam multiple systems. 

Thesis.net BPM is a business process management platform that provides a wide range of tools for 

designing, running and monitoring business processes. You can use Thesis.net BPM to add and configure 

your processes to meet specific needs and requirements of your company. The built-in process designer 

enables you to create business processes of any complexity and structure with data and message streams. 

Thesis.net BPM Product Overview: 

 Process driven approach 

 Integrated environment  

 Embedded monitoring system  

 Desktop and WEB enabled system  

 Process designer 

 Notification management (emails, SMS) 

 Monitoring Analytics 

Thesis.net BPM integrated environment is the ideal system for today’s continuous changes in business 

processes. Its flexible, customized approach contributes to the business excellence and high productivity. 
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Monitoring & Analyzing 

Many reports for monitoring and analyzing the BPM system are included in the system. These are: 

 

 

 Process workflow diagram 

 Sequential tree of tasks per process 

 Table of all processes and tasks 

 List of incomplete tasks 

 Tasks per date and type (pivot) 

 Time for process completion 

 Time for task completion 

 Tasks’ over time per user 

 

Improving BPM through Thesis.net BPM 

 Reduced cost 

Through the use of emended flow control elements and process designer, businesses can automate their 

tasks quickly and effectively. Process and data validations rules, conditional flows, automatic calculations, 

are powerful tools, so that BPM will be adapted to the real needs of the company.  

 

 Improved efficiencies (streamline and Improve process flow) 

Thesis.net BMP provides detailed management and monitoring of the tasks to help streamline and improve 

processes. By adjusting tasks, times, resources, as part of the process modeling effort, analysts are able to 

recommend adjustments to process flows for increased efficiencies, reduced costs   and high productivity. 

Business analysts can easily compare real time process history costs and efficiencies with proposed 

scenarios to verify if their initial assumptions were correct and then conduct a root cause analysis to 

determine the anomalies. The result is continuous process improvement.  

 

Thesis.net BPM includes a state of the art out of the box-reporting engine that allows managers to monitor 

both user and process activities. By evaluating these reports, managers and business analysts can identify 

bottlenecks, process inefficiencies and adjust resources accordingly, Thesis.net BPM’s dashboard enabled 

environment provides to the top management Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) on their desktop in real 

time. In additions, notifications can generate alerts sent to the users.     

 

 Increased speed 

Thesis.net BPM decreases lag time, reduces users’ errors and response time to complete tasks. The 

seamless integrated Process designer speed up the deployment of BPM processes. The integrated 

environment decreases the whole deployment and continues process improvement cycles. 

 

 

For more info, please visit our website (www.cgsoft.gr) or contact us (info@cgsoft.gr, +30 210 748 8500). 
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